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TEST FOR UNIT 5
Mt*

/4- Listening
A. Listen and answer the questions.
1. What is the daughter's name?

2. Where are all the family going to visit?

3. Where is the Grand Canyon located?

4. How long is the canyon?

5. Who have been in and around Grand Canyon for thousands of years?

6. What is Mrs. Bentley afraid of?

B. Listen again and correct tire mistake in each statement.
1. The Grand Canyon is one of the ten natural wonders of the world.

2. The Grand Canyon became an international park in 1919.

3. The Bentley family is watching the Canyon without doing anything else.

4. Many years ago, the Nile River carved the Grand Canyon.

5. The Grand Canyon is considered to be an important geological site as it has the same ages of 
the layer of rocks.

6. Elizabeth wants to go on a hiking tour around the canyon.

4- Pronunciations^
Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the other three in each
question.
1. A. boots B. scissors C.caves D. mountains
2. A. topS B. ten C. tomato D. future
3. A. castle B. coat C. want D. biggest
4. A. top B. ten C. tomato D. stay
5. A. stand B. stamp C. steal D. tape
6. A. picked B. promised C. delivered D. clicked
7. A. jumped B. washed C. liked D. loved
8. A. television B. technical C. theater D. right
9. A. decorage B. death C. december D. graduate
10. A. table B. then C. tablet D. talk
11. A. tend B. tell C. thank D. feam
12. A. module B. doctor C. address D. decorate
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13. A. added B. brushed c. wanted D. interested
14. A. theme B. teach c. team D. tend
15. A. washed B.reached c. brushed D. breathed

± Stress
Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from the other three in each questic
1. A. suburb B. remote C. station D. temple
2. A. organize B. zodiac C. essential D. waterfall
3. A. museum B. windsurfing C. historic D.pagoda
4. A. pollute B. temple C. station D. palace
5. A. receipt B. backyard C. palace D. dislike
6. A. exciting B. terrible C. cathedral D. historic
7. A. backyard B. remove C. Korean D. desert
8. A. degree B. forest C. plaster D wonder
9. A. organize B. zodiac C. serious D. fantastic
10. A. memorial B. convenient C. generous D. appearance

Multiple choice
Choose the word of phrase that best completes each sentence below.
1. You__________ throw the rubbish into the West Lake.

A. may B. must C. mustn't D. may not
2. We__________ hold a party tonight but we_______________ make some loud noises affecting our
neighbours.

A. must/ mustn't B. mustn't/ must C. can/ must
3. "Do you finish packing"? - "Yes. All my things are in my__________

A. back B. backpack ^^gS'back pack
4.

D. can/ mustn't

D. plaster
is a large thick bag for sleeping in, especially when you are camping.

A. A sleeping bag B. A sleep bag C. A sleepy bag
5. We won't cut anything, so these_____________ are not necessary.

A. walking boots B. scissors C. travel items
6. Bring some____________in case you have a headache or so.

A. backpack B. map C. compass
7. A__________ helps you see things at night.

A. sleeping bag ^ B. sun cream C. torch
8. Bring your___________so that you can call me when you get there.

A. waterproof coat B. tent C. mobile phone
9.1 don't know where to go now. Pass me the_______________, please.

B. map C. sleeping bag

D.A bag for sleeping 

D. plasters 

D. painkillers 

D. sun hat

A. backpack 
10. Bring only 

A. essential

D. compass

D. sun hat
travel items; don't carry too much.
B. new C. old

11. It can be very dark inside a____________ .
A. coat B. cave C. beach

12. It is extremely hot in a____________ .
A. bay B. island C. lake

13. Co To is a(n)___________ in Quang Ninh Province.
A. forest B. rainforest C. island

14. Fansipan is the highest____________ in Vietnam.
A. mountain range B. natural wonder C. mountain

15. Can anyone swim across this____________ within 30 minutes?
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A. valley B. river
16. Can you name some famous tourist 

A. attractions B. nature

c. waterfall 
in Vietnam? 
c. cuisine

D. cuisine

D. travel items
17. We

A. can 
18. You

A. must 
19. You

get up early to be at the campsite in time.
B. must C. can't D. mustn't

_ travel alone to the mountain. Always go in a group.
B. mustn't C. do D. don't

_ take a lot of warm clothes when you go to Sa Pa in winter
B. mustn't C. can

________ near our house causing pollution.
c. factories 

_at mv part}', 
c. peoples

B. much ho me works

A. must
20. We have a lot of _

A. factorys B. facto res
21. There are a number of interesting______

A. people B. persons
22. We don't have_______________tonight

A. many home works 
c. many homework

21. The chef put together a special_________
A. newspape B. menu

22.1 live___________ 26 Tran Hung Dao Street.
A. in B. on c.

23. In Vietnam, Com Tam is a popular rice dish with
A. pork B. fish c. vegetable

24 .______________there an art club in your school?- Yes, there______

D. can't

D. factoris

D. person

D. much homework 
of drinks and dishes employing chocolate. 

C. knife D. soupVr
A. Are / are

25. All the______
A. leaf

B. Is / is 
_have fallen from the trees. 

B.leafs

c. Are / aren't

C. leafs
in Viet Nam.

B. natural wonder
D. wonder nature

D. from

D.cake

D. Is / isn't.

D. leaves
26. Ha Long Bay is the number one_____________

A. nature wonder 
C. wonderful nature

27. You______________________________ be late for school. It’s against the school regulations.
A. must B. mustn't C. can D. can't

28. You_____________________ all necessary things along with you before you start your trip.
A. takes ^ B. won’t take C. must take D. mustn't take

29. It's important to brush your_______________at least twice a day.
A. tooth B. teeth C. tooths D. toothes

30. is a low area of land between hills or mountains.
D. a valleyB. a desert c. a caveA. a river 

± Cloze test
A. Choose the correct word A, B, or C for each of the gaps to complete the following text.
Tra Co Beach in Quang Ninh province is 9 kilometers from Mong Cai. It has the (1)_______________ and
the most romantic beach in Viet Nam. Tourists can enjoy the (2)______________of white sand beaches
and green sea water all year (3)___________ . Visitors can (4)__________enjoy the sunset or sunrise in
Con Mang islet. You can visit Tra Co Communal House, Linh Khanh Pagoda, and Tra Co Church.
If tourists want some fresh (5)___________ , they can find it from fishing boats. They can take part in
"Tra Co Festival" from May 30 to June 6.
1. A. long B. longer C. longest
2. A. beauty B. beautiful C. of beauty
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3. A. over B. long C. round D. longer
4. A. be B. be able C. then D. also
5. A. seafood B. menu C. air D. water
B. Choose the correct word A, B, or C for each of the gaps to complete the following text.
The Ha Long Bay is (1)_____________in Quang Ninh Province in Vietnam. The name of the bay is
roughly translated to descending dragon in Vietnamese. The bay is a UNESCO World Heritage (2)
________ and is lined by over a 1600 limestone islands and islets. Legend has it that, when the
Vietnamese were protecting their territory (3)_______________  invaders, they offered prayers to their
gods who then sent dragons as the protectors of the place. (4) _____________________  the invaders were
approaching via sea, the dragons spat out Jewels creating islands that lined the bay and obstructed
the ships and boats of the invaders. Ha Long Bay is one of the (5) _____________________  popular tourist
destinations and is visited by hundreds of thousands of tourists each year. You can opt for a (6) 
________ cruise, that will take you as close to a lot of these islets.
1. A. visited B. located C. followed D. discovered
2. A. Nature B. Sight C. Wonder D. Site
3. A. from B. with c. to

£
D. bv

4. A. What B. Where c. When D. Which
5. A. much B. many c. more 

c. plane
D. most

6. A. train B. boat J D. bus
i- Reading comprehension

Read the text carefully, then answer the questions.
Vietnamese food culture varies by regions from the north to the south. In Northern Vietnam, 

food is characterized by light and balanced. Northern Vietnam is seen to be the cradle of 
Vietnamese cuisine with many notable dishes like Pho, Bun Rieu, Bun Thang, Bun Cha, 
BanhCuon, etc. Then, food culture in Northern Vietnam became popular in Central and Southern 
Vietnam with suitable flavors in each regions.

The regional cuisine of Central Vietnam is famous for its spicy food. Hue cuisine is typical 
Central Vietnam's food culture. Food in the region is often used with chili peppers and shrimp 
sauces, namely, Bun Bo Hue, BanhKhoai, BanhBeo, etc.

In Southern Vietnam, the warm weather and fertile soil create an ideal condition for planting a 
variety of fruit, vegetables and livestock. Thus, food in the region is often added with garlic, 
shallots and fresh herbs. Particularly, Southerners are favored of sugar; they add sugar in almost 
dishes. Some signature dishes from Southern Vietnam include BanhKhot and Bun Mam.
1. It is considered that Vietnamese cuisine______________ .

A. originated from the North B. became more and more popular
C. always combines taste and colour D. can be found only in Northern Vietnam

2. In Southern Vietnam,_____________ .
A.t he warm weather makes it hard to plant fruit and vegetables
B. fresh herbs are always used in cooking
C. people love sweet food
D. sugar is often added to dishes

3. What are the features of Northern Vietnamese food?
A. It's delicious and healthy. B. It's sweet and sour.
C. It's light and balanced. D. It's a bit fatty and salty.

4. Hue cuisine is notable for its_____________ .
A. colorful food B. spicy taste C. bitter taste D. light flavor

5. Which of the followings is NOT true?
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A. Food in Vietnam changcs region to region.
B. Southerners do not like northern food due to its light flavor.
C. Chill peppers and shrimp sauces are among the frequently used ingredients.
D. Bun Bo Hue is a typical dish of the Central Vietnam cuisine

B. Choose the letter A, B, C or D to answer these questions
Nha Trang is one of the most important tourist hubs of Vietnam, thanks to its beautiful beaches 

with fine and clean sand and the clear ocean water with mild temperature all year round. There 
are several resort such as Vinpearl, Diamond Bay and Ana Mandara and amusement and water 
parks, in the city and on islands off the coast. The possibly most beautiful street of Nha Trang is 
Tran Phu Street along the seaside, sometimes referred to as the Pacific Coast Highway of 
Vietnam.

Lying off Nha Trang is the Hon Tre Island (Bamboo Island), with a major resort operated by 
the Vinpearl Group. The Vinpearl Cable Car, a gondola lift system, links the mainland to the five- 
star resort and theme park on Hon Tre Island.
1. Nha Trang is considered as one of the most beautiful tourist hubs in Vietnam because

A. it has several resorts such as Vinpearl, Diamond Bay and Ana Mandra
B. it has beautiful coastal villages with mild temperature all year round
C. it has beautiful beaches and clear ocean water with mild temperature all year round
D. The Vinpearl Cable Car links the main land to the five-star resort on Hon Tre Island

2. According to the text, Diamond Bay is the name of a/an_____________
A. resort B. cable car C. beach y D. island

3. The Pacific Coast Highway of Vietnam referred to_____________in Nha Trang
A. the city B. the islands - C. Tran Phu Street D. Vinpearl Group

4. The word "major" in line 6 is closest in meaning to_____________
A. modern B. expensive C. beautiful D. main

5. According to the text, which of the following statements is NOT true?
A. The HonTre island (Bamboo island) is not on the main land of Nha Trang.
B. HonTre island is one of the most important tourist hubs of Vietnam.
C. Tourists can go to Hon Tre island from the mainland of Nha Trang by cable car.
D. Tran Phu street is possibly the most beautiful street of Nha Trang.
± Word formation

Give the correct form of the word in brackets to complete the following sentences
1. This river is so_________________ . (length)
2.They are going to ^_______________ a new bridge near here. (building)
3.1 wasn't familiar with the__________________ of Ho Chi Minh City. (geology)
4. The Grand Canyon is one of the natural___________________of the world. (wonderful)
5.1 like the________________ of the romantic river. (beautiful)
6. She is going to introduce some__________________ wonders of the world tomorrow, (naturally)
7.My parents are proud of me because I'm a___________________ singer. (fame)
8. It is an_____________ landmark of the world. (amaze)
9. The teacher________________ me as a new member of the class. (introduction)
10. This school is strongly_________________ from most others. (differs)

4- Modal verb "must/mustn't"; "countable nouns/uncountable nouns"; " quantities"
A. Complete the sentences with must or mustn’t.
1. You_______________ wash your face in the morning.
2. You_______________ take your umbrella because it's raining.
3. You_______________ drink that milk, it's very hot.
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4. You________________________________________ do your homework.
5.1 finish this essay today. It has to be handed in by tomorrow.
6. Passengers________________ talk to the driver whist the bus is in motion.
7.Yo u_____________ play with fire.
8.Yo u_____________ be home on time.
9. You_____________help your mother with the heavy box.
10. You_______________ make noise in the class.
11. It's dangerous, you_________________ touch that wire.
12. You_______________ tidy up room.
13. It's late. You_________________make so much nosiy.
14. You_______________ smoke.
15. We___________________ be home by 9 o'clock. The film starts at 9:15.
B. Fill in the blanks with the words given, adding -s/-es if necessary

change river garbage hardware music
traffic junk thunder screwdriver homework

1. The Mississippi, the Amazon and the Nile are well-known
2. The street is full of cars, trucks, and buses. It is full of__________
3.1 like to listen to operas, symphonies, and folk song. I enjoy____________________ .
4. The children got scared when they heard__________________ during the storm.
5.1 have some coins in my pocket. In other words, I have some_____________________in my pocket.
6. Tonight I have to read 20 pages in my history book, do 30 algebra problems, and write a 
composition. In other words, I have a lot of___________________ to do tonight.
7.1 went to store to get some nails, hammers, and screws. In other word, I bought some

8.1 put some banana peels, empty juice cartons in the waste can. The can is full of____________________
9. Tools that are used for turning screw are called____________________.
10. They have a rusty car without an engine, broken chairs and an old refrigerator in their front
yard. Their yard is full of__________
C. Fill in the blanks "Using quantities"
1. Mum and Dad eat_________________ sweets when they are bored
2. He made too___________________ mistakes in his writing.
3. How________________ students are there in your class?
4.1 feel sorry for her. She has__________________friends.
5.1 spent________________ my spare time gardening last year.
6. He doesn't have so_________________ friends as I think.
7. Hello miss, do you sell__________________________ stamps?
8. Can I have___________________________________ bread, please?
9. Our pets are causing______________________________ damages in the house.
10. Today, we don’t have___________________wooden boards.
11. There was so___________________ traffic that it took me an hour to get home.
12. Learning a language needs__________________patience.
13 .__________________the shops in the city center close at 5.30.
14. We had a boring holiday___________________ the time we lay on the beach.
15. With only_hope, Harry didn't know how to keep going another day.
16. There wasn't_________________________ snow last night.
17. _______________ the students in my class enjoy taking part in social activities.
18. He's always busy. He has__________________ time to relax.
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19. She put so________________ salt in the soup that she couldn't have it. It was too salty.
20. Yesterday, your sister didn't drink__________________ water.
21.1 would like to buy_________________ clothes but I don't have enough money
22. How______________________________ money have you got?
23. There was very_________________ food at the party but I didn't eat anything.
24.1 think___________you are very tired after your long journey.
25. We didn't take_________________ photographs when we were on holiday

± Writing
A. Put the words in the correct order to make the right sentences.
1. must/ this/ today/ finish/ essay/.

2. we/ Shall/ Ha Long Bay/ weekend/ go/ to/ this/?

5. over / the / city / Dalat / It's / two / west / to / of / kilometres ¡0

3. the / to / How / are / high / from / bottom / the / falls / top / the/of

4. Dalat / the / It / waterfalls / in / beautiful / is / most

6. modern / yours / My / more / than / is / house

7. tell / the / to / bus / Can / way / you / me / stop / the /?

8. generally/ better/ Gmail/ is/ other/ than/ services/ other/ email/.

9. comes/ down/ running down/ water/ place/ from/ high/ a

10. young/ is/ an/ cat/ called/ kitten/ a

B. Rewrite the following sentences, beginning as shown, so that the meaning stays the same.
1. It is very dangerous to walk alone after 10 pm in that park.

—> You __________________________________________________________________________
2. Taking a boat trip around the islands in Ha Long Bay is the most important thing of the trip.

—> You take y____________________________________________________________
3. It is wrong of us to write on the walls or tables in our classroom.

-> We ________________________________________________________________
4. Remember to bring the compass: if not we will get lost in the forest.

-> You ^___________________________________________________________________________
5. Take a waterproof coat during your trip to Fansipan Mountain because it is rainy there.

—* You ___________________________________________________________________________
6. It is very important that you arrive on time at school.

—> You __________________________________________________________________________
7. It's very important for you to be here at 6.00.

—> You __________________________________________________________________________
8. Does your father cycle to work?

—> Does__________________________________________________________________________
9. Phuc wants to visit Ayres Rock.

—> Phuc would
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10. My mother needs twelve eggs.
—> My mother _________________________________________________

FURTHER PRACTICE
Listen and complete the sentences below.
1. Listen and_______________ to the correct box.
2. I____________ the map on the wall with adhesive tape.
3. I am going to have a_____________ next week.
4. My mother__________________ is Vietnamese.
5. Please push the button to_______________ the machine.
6. The bookshelves in my room are full of_______________________________now.
7. How many paragraphs are there in this________________?
8. Last month my grandparents' car was__________________ ,luckily the thief has
9. There are many places of_______________ in this town.
10. We have eleven subjects this_______________.
Choose the best answer to complete the sentences.
1. We can see ice, penguins, and polar bears when visiting

A. Asia B. Europe c. Antarctica r D. Oceania
2. Mv brother went to the to book tickets for his honevmoon.

A. travel agent B. walking boots c. black board D. sleeping bag
3. Manv people love when going to the beach.

A. gardening B. sleeping windsurfing D. wondering
4. If you travel to a forest, vou should brine a tent, a torch and a

A. sleeping bag B. waterfall \ C. mountain D. valley
5. We use to cover the pain.

A. compass B. plaster V *“* ^orcst D. computer
6. There a hotel near the lake

A. be B. is C. are D. have
7. You take a lot of warm clothes when vou go to Sapa in winter.

A. must B. mustn't V/ c. can D. can't
8. tell me the wav to the police station?

A. Would B. Can c. May D. Should
9. She must a car carefullv.

A. drive B. drives c. driving D. to drive
10. Travelling on mountains is reallv dangerous, so vou go alone.

A.should B. can C. must D. mustn't
11. You pick up flowers in the school garden.

A. must B. mustn't C. can't D. should
12. We use to cut papers or something.

A. scissors B. valley C. plaster D. compass
13. The Amazone is in brazil.

A. rain forest B. rainy forest C. wet forest D. wetter forest
14. You all necessary things along with you before you start your trip.

A. takes B. won't take c. must take D. mustn't take
15. A is a place with black and white lines where people can cross a road safelv.

A. petrol station B. postbox c. zebra crossing D. police station
16. _____________ is essential when you go to the beach.
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A. a river B. a desert c. a cave D. a valley
18. A: the weather like in the fall? - B: It's cool.

A. How B. How's C. What D. What's
19. I'm too tired. I'd like

A. sits down B. to sit down C. am sitting down D. sitting down
20. It's nice today. How about the mountains?

A. going B. coming C. climbing D. traveling
21. How do you go to school? I go to school

A. on foot B. by foot C. with foot D. in foot
22. We need a tent to go cO

A. fishing B. camping C. swimming D- i0gging
23. the first on the left.

A. Put B. Go D. Turn D. Take
24. "Is there any_______________in the fridge?"________"No, there isn't any left"

A. vegetable B. carrots C. milk D. cake
25. "Must I finish my homework now?""_____________ "

A. Yes, you may. B. Yes, you need. C. No, you can't.' D. No, you needn't.
Complete the sentences with the words from the box._____________________________________

plasters painkillers sun-cream sleeping bag walking boots 
_________scissors______ compass tent >• torch waterproof coats___________________

1. A_____________________ is a warm bag that you sleep in, especially when camping.
2. A_________________________ is a temporary shelter you use when you go camping.
3. Have you got any__________________ ? I've cut my finger.
4. Don't shine your______________________ straight into my eyes!
5. She took some strong_____________________for her headaches.
6. You should put__________________ on your skin to protect it from the harmful effects of the sun.
7. We are going hiking this weekend, so 1 need a new pair of______________________.
8. A_________________________________________shows you which direction is north.
9. ________________ will keep you safe and dry, whether you're spending a day out in the rain.
10. Could you pass me those___________________, please. These don't cut very well.
Complete the passages with the words from the box.______________________________________

means limestone as________________ width found largest much
Son Doong cave is world's (1)________________ cave, located in Quang Binh province, Vietnam. It was
(2)_____________ by a local man named Ho Khanh in 1991 and was recently discovered in 2009 by
British cavers, led by Howard Limbert. The name "Son Doong” cave (3)_____________________ "mountain
river cave". The cave was created 2-5 million years ago by river water eroding away the (4) 
_____________underneath the mountain.
At about 9 kilometers in length, 200 meters in (5) _____________________ and 150 meters in height, Son
Doong Cave is (6)_______________ larger than Deer Cave in Malaysia and has replaced Deer Cave to
take pole position (7)_______________ the world's largest cave.
Complete the following sentences by filling in the gap with must and a verb in the box.

Admit Come Answer Get Report
Do Go Meet Say Be

1.1______________some ironing tonight.
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2. You______________ hungry after all that walking.
3. Wc_________________ together soon for lunch.
4. Wc______________for lunch soon
5. Candidates_____________ two questions from cach paper
6. All visitors______________to reception.
7. You_____________ and stay with us one week
8. 1_______________ to the bank and get some money
9. 1____________ , you look absolutely great.
10. 1_______________ , I wasn't looking forward to it.
Complete these sentences with "some, a, an, any, few, little, lot or lots
1. There arc a________________of people in this room.
2. My mother has_______________cookies. Would you like to cat
3. I'm hungry. I want___________________ food.
4. There's________________________ eraser in the box.
5.1 eat_____________ banana every morning.
6. The farmers produce_______________ Sof rice.
7. Do you have______________ eggs?
8. I can speak a_______________ English
9. Would you like________________ tea?
10. She needs a______________of sugar and pour.
Read the following passage and choose the best answer

"Cơm tấm" (broken rice) is a specialty in southern Vietnam, it's one of the most popular (1) 
_________ dishes of southerners. Today, "Cơm tấm" is also present in the middle and the north of
Vietnam, or even abroad. Before now, "Cơm tấm" used (2)________________be considered a dish for poor
people because it's cooked from broken rice (chcaper grade of rice produced by damage in
milling) but today it's (3)__________ a popular dish of people from all walks of life.

"Cơm tấm" is usually served with grilled (4)__________________ , "bi" (thinlv shredded pork mixed
with cooked and thinly shredded pork skin), "chã trứng" (steamed egg), sunny side up egg, fresh
cucumber, tomato and some pickled vegetables. Besides, (5)_________________ indispensable ingredient
is seasoned fish sauce, it mainly affects the taste of "Cơm tấm".
In Saigon, "Cơm tấm" has becomc a characteristic of Saigon culture, you can find it at anytime and 
anywhere in Saigon, from roadside stalls to luxurious restaurants.
1. A. breakfast ^ B. grill c. dessert D. snacks
2. A. at B. in c. to D. with
3. A. develop B. become c. overcome D. win
4. A. pork B. fish c. beef D. lamp
5. A. a B. an c. the D. No article
Read the passage below and decide whether the statements are TRUE or FALSE?
My name is Alicc. I'm going to visit the Great Wall of China this summer. It is known across the 
world for its uniqueness, great length, and historical value. It is also considered to be one of the 
seven wonders of the world. The Great Wall of China consists of a series of walls built bv Chinese 
in many years. In 1987, UNESCO listed the site as a UNESCO World Heritage site. Every year, a 
lot of tourists visit the Great Wall of China. I can't wait to see the wall. I'll take a lot of pictures and 
buy some souvenirs for my friends and relatives.
1. Alice is visiting the Great Wall of China next year. _________
2. The Great Wall of China is one of the Seven wonders of the world. _________
3. It's UNESCO World Heritage site in 1987.
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4. Every year, a few tourists visit the Great Wall of China. _________
5. Alice will buy some postcards for her friends. _________
Read the passage and decide whether the sentences are True (T) or False (F).

RAINFOREST ECOSYSTEMS 
Rainforest ecosystems are found near the equator, the center imaginary line of latitude that runs 
east and west around Earth. Tropical rainforests have more rain than other areas. The weather is 
warm and humid all year long. There is lots of sunlight.
Living things are plenty in the rainforests. There are thousands of species of animals and even 
more kinds of plants. Their needs for sun, water and warmth are all met by the conditions of the 
rainforest. The excellent conditions allow them to grow up. There is an amazing amount and 
variety of plants in that one location. This variety makes the rainforests a major source of Earth's

T F

1. Equator is a real line that runs around Earth.

2. Rainforest can be found everywhere on Earth.

3. There are a lot of types of animals and plants in the rainforests.

4. Plants don't have enough water to grow in the rainforests.

5. Rainforests produce most of oxygen on Earth.
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